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You can also import external audio in a variety of formats: WAV, MP3, AIFF,
AAC, OGG, FLAC, and many more. Toontrack EZmix also offers a song editor
to create a song from scratch or to fine tune a song after a rough recording.

Toontrack EZMix-Packs are meant for all genres but also for all musical
styles. The upcoming version 2.0.8 should add a very heavy bass (maybe in
9 out of 10) and the implementation of FX (more reverb et cetera) might be

possible. But that is not yet confirmed. I think its too early to go into this
topic because we are far from the launch-date. But the EZmix-Pack

Mastering II definitely should be available before the year-end. You can use
EZmix as a standalone software or use it with the Toontrack EZ-Station. The

original software costs 129 Euro for the audio-interface and the editing
software. You can further use the program for mastering and mastering-II.
One of my friends who is a sound designer uses EZmix 2, but only on its

own. He has created a few presets for this pack that are classic and may be
useful to you. But he is not a fan of the mastering plug-ins. You will get a

wide variety of professionally mastered sound effects, to perfectly
complement your tracks. Toontrack packs the unique characteristics of

studio effects into a single plug-in. EZmastering has an intuitive interface
and a user-friendly design. In order to help you during the mastering

process, the plug-in includes useful tools and a wide variety of parameters.
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The Toontrack
Ultimae Bundle, for
example, is valid for

only a very short
time, but still for 5.98
Euros you get a lot of
stuff. You get the new

EZmix-Bundles, of
course, the default

expansion packs and
a MIDI-library, of

course, the free EZ
Mix 2, of course the
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free EQs Mastering
and Mastering II plus
a lot of additional EZ

masterpresets.
Furthermore EZ Mix 2

is bundled with the
Visual Mix Master and

of course it is
included in the EZMix
2 bundle. When you

are starting up a new
band, you may

wonder, what you
should take with you
to a live-performance
and which effects and
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expansions you
should use, especially
if you are playing with

a drummer and
vocalist. Toontrack is

collecting and
analyzing historical

data and now you will
learn with toontrack
EZmix products, you
can already handle a
live-performance with

EZ Mix 2. The EZ
Drummer is a

complete drum
machine for drums,
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and EZkeys is a 16
velocity keyboard

that provides a
variety of real piano

sounds. Together with
the EZMix, you get

virtual drum drums, a
polyphonic step
sequencing, a

complex arpeggiator,
an authentic

metronome, a pitch
detector, and a

variety of effects. Add
the Superior

Drummer in the rack
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and you have a total
drum machine

package. Toontrack
has combined sample-
based sounds with a

fully-articulated
instrument, like in an
orchestra. The result
is a realistic sound

that is just as easy to
emulate as it is to

play. The EZdrummer
program gives you 30

drum sounds and a
variety of effects. The

EZMix takes the
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results of EZdrummer
and adds an

extensive set of
mastering tools. Add
Superior Drummer
and you have the

most realistic drum
environment to date.
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